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Product Specifications

Pioneer DEH6250BT Bluetooth/CD/MP3 Tuner with External Mic

Features:
• MP3, WMA, WAV, AAC CD-R/CD-RW Playback
• Front USB, AUX in, Made for iPod/iPhone compatible
• Parrot Bluetooth technology, phone book access & wireless audio stream
• 5x7 dot OEL display, mobile phone mute, 24-bit Delta Sigma D/A conveter
• HPF/LPF Crossover, 5 band EQ EEQ, Detachable Face
Remain connected to your favourite music and mobile phone in the car thanks to Pioneer’s new DEH-6250BT CD tuner,
featuring built-in Parrot Bluetooth technology, as well as a front USB and Aux-in connection, iPod Direct Control and CD
playback.
Get all the convenience of legally operating your mobile phone in the car – without the wires, headsets or cradles. The
DEH-6250BT is fully Bluetooth-enabled. Make and receive calls wirelessly from your mobile phone –ÿ wherever it is
located in the car. An external mic (which is included) ensures that your voice is heard clearly at the other end, noise
and interference-free.
Use with phone pairing to transfer your entire phonebook at a single time to the DEH-6250BT, it can memorize up to
1000 different numbers. Also includes ABC search for easy dialling.
Enjoy all your music on the road. A front USB and auxiliary input allows you to connect your iPod, USB music device or
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Introducing a better Hand-free Solution
Simple and Convenient having Bluetooth built right into the unit, with no additional hands free car kits or other
accessories needed. Built in Blutooth technology with Parrot Module allows for increased phone compatibility (more
phone options) and improved noise reduction that can reduce the effect of road noises. Parrot technology also gives
you auto Phone book synchronization between your handset and the DEH-6250BT.

Design and specifications subject to change without notice.
Note: All products come with full Manufacturers Warranty.
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Phonebook Access
Don't stop the music to make a call. You can access a phonebook without switching from the sound source to Bluetooth
mode.
Wireless Audio Control and streaming
When you're not utilising hands-free calling the DEH-6250BT can use Bluetooth Wireless Technology to feed your
appetite for entertainment. Using "Wireless Audio" control and streaming (AVRCP, A2DP) you can control and listen to
compatible audio player or music phone on your head unit.
iPod / iPhone
The DEH-6250BT is designed as the most dynamic solution to connect and improve playback performance for an iPod
and iPhone. With iPod Direct Control, consumers can connect their iPod straight to the tuner’ÿs front USB terminal and
take charge of their music from behind the wheel.As
wheel As a handy extra,
extra the iPod/iPhone will charge while connected
connected.
Front USB Connection
Take your favourite MP3 and WMA files for a ride. The DEH-6250BT has a front high-speed 2.0 USB (direct) interface
to connect a portable digital player, such as an iPod or iPhone, as well as a USB memory device or other USBcompatible gear, so you can play in your car whatever you have recorded via PC. It's fast and easy. No adapters
required.
Front Aux-In Connection The music connectivity extends beyond USB. Hook up your portable digital devices with ease.
Each new Pioneer head unit has a built-in
built in AUX input on the front panel so you can connect your iPod
iPod, MP3 player and
other portable music devices.
5x7 dot OEL display To make searching and selecting tracks from various sources more convenient, the DEH-6250BT
comes with a 5x7-dot Blue OEL display. OEL technology allows for wide viewing angles, active 3D visuals and high
contrast and brightness, even in sunlight.
Mobile Phone Mute This feature automatically reduces the volume of your system when an incoming call is detected or
you dial an outgoing call on a cellular phone installed in your car.
24-bit Delta Sigma D/A converter
High powered, serious audio performance is not forgotten, either. The unit integrates a 24-bit Delta Sigma D/A
converter along with our ASR (Advanced Sound Retriever) technology, which ensures that what you hear is optimised
to replay as true to the original as possible.
Advanced Sound Retriever
Hear the glory of original sound across a deeper, wider spectrum from highly compressed MP3 and WMA files stored
on a USB memory device. By compensating for data (especially higher frequencies) that tend to get lost in the digital
compression process, Pioneer's
Pioneer s Advanced Sound Retriever technology enhances audio reproduction nearly all the way
up to 20kHz frequencies.
Built in 50W x 4 Channel High-Power MOSFET Amplifier
To minimize voltage loss in its head unit amplifiers, Pioneer built-in high-performance Power MOSFET integrated
circuitry into all its head units. The MOSFET amplifier processes signals more efficiently at 50W x 4 maximum total
output. This reduces distortion to virtually nothing at high frequency ranges giving you great clear sound.
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High Pass Filter / Low Pass Filter Crossover
The unit ensures subwoofer control is very convenient with an on-board low pass and high pass filter. When the
subwoofer is connected and you do not want low sound to play from the front or rear speakers, turn the high pass filter
on Only frequencies higher than those in the selected range will be output from the front or rear speakers.When
on.
speakers When you
activate the Low Pass Filter, only those frequencies below a specified frequency are output through a specified
speaker.
5 Band EQ EEQ – Easy Equalizer
The audio can even be tuned to one’s personal tastev through the 5-band Graphic Equaliser (GEQ). It allows the user
to adjust five separate frequency bands to set equalisation levels to perfectly match the acoustics of the car. For ease of
use, the 5-band GEQ has seven preset equaliser curves, which can be recalled at any time.
Detachable Face Security
All our entry-level head units have a detachable face that you can hide away or take with you when you park.
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